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HUMANOID ----“TECHNOLOGY  MET  NECESSITY” 

The day of content, pride and  moment  being blessed  ,the  occasion when each and every GECT 

ians felt a privilege .Yes the dream come true event “HUMANOID” as the name speaks –‘where 

technology greets  humanity’   conducted at Government engineering college Thrissur on 5th NOV 

2016 by  IEEE SB GEC Thrissur, SIGHT(special interest group for humanitarian technology) and 

RAS(Robotics Automation society) chapters in association with Alpha pain and palliative care unit-

Thrissur,  gave a golden feather to the crown of IEEE SB GEC THRISSUR. 

The   programme   presided  by  GECT principal Dr.K P Indiradevi  was  granted  with eminent persons 

like  Mrs. Mini Ulanat(IEEE kochi subsection chair),  Mr. Vijay S Paul(secretary IEEE kochi sub section),          

Sri Ajeesh Ummalath(senior physiotherapist ),  Dr Anandam Gopinath(chief medical officer)   both  of 

alpha pain  and  palliative  care unit Thrissur.  Prof.Joseph K D(Student  branch  counselor  IEEE SB 

GECT) welcomed  the  dignitaries as  well  as  off dais ‘s .The main  part  of  the  programme,  project 

handover  to  Mr.  Dasan  father of Vishnudas (suffering  muscular dystrophy) was  witnessed   with 

immense  pleasure and  feeling  of satisfaction  by the project makers  such as Nived Johny(S7 ME-

IEEE RAS chair) ,Shyam pradeep(S7 CSE) along  with whole members  who attended  the function 

.Inauguration  as  well  as the project  handover  was  done  by Mrs. Mini Ulanat. There was 

demonstration of the working of the customized wheel chair carried out by Mr.Nived johny and 

colleagues. Mr. Swaraj P (chair IEEE SB GECT,S7 ECE) gave the vote  of  thanks  and was concluded  

by  the inspirational  talk handled  by  Mrs. Mini Ulanat  and  Mr. Vijay S Paul .The  entire  students  

were infact  boosted  up and  was converted into a vibrant mode which  they  could  keep  up  

throughout their  life after  the session . 
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 The afternoon session started off with a talk by Sri Ajeesh Ummalath which raised the enthusiasm of 

every first years towards IEEE. The talk was followed by a cheer up and energizing session of idea 

formation and presentation conducted by Haripriya (S5 ECE).Everyone of them were given  task to 

find any one of the suffering sections of society and to  put forward a project idea for uplifting them 

and help express themselves and to be more independent .This was followed by the most exciting 

part that is to make a prototype of the project using playcards. Everyone tried their best to make 

their model closely resemble their project idea. It was unbelievable  for  everyone  that  they  could  

bring up an idea and implement  it  and was a realization  on the real potential   hidden  inside  the 

young minds . 

Sure  that   the super powerful  event  had  made every  growing  engineers  to  be  unstoppable,  to 

explore  the  needs  of the  underserved  and  to make use of the  technical  skills to bring up  a 

multitude  with  better  quality life . The programme  came  to an end by 4.30 but  the   journey 

towards  building  up  a better society  is in it’s way  with  no  boundaries  no climax !! 
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